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Since Pecora and Carroll’s seminal work [1], much has been written about the potential usefulness of
chaotic synchronization in communication systems (e.g. [2, 5]). Much of the impetus for chaotic communi-
cations has been the rationale whereby both analog and digital chaotic modulations would have the same
properties as conventional spread spectrum techniques [6]. However, the inherent wideband characteristic
of chaotic signals becomes a problem when the communication channel imposes bandwidth limitations.
Because of the receiver’s nonlinear nature, all spectral components at the receiver become affected if any
spectral component is amiss. Even minute gain or phase changes are enough to fully hinder synchronism
[3]. A method for synchronizing both transmitter and receiver using chaotic signals under bandwidth lim-
itations was independently proposed by [3] and [7]. The basic idea is to apply an identical filter on both
transmitter and receiver in order to circumvent channel impairments. An analog circuit implementation
was proposed by [3]. In [8] we have extended this method to discrete-time dynamical systems [7]. Much of
the interest in this approach lies in the ease of employing Digital Signal Processors for their implementa-
tion. Although this approach has worked satisfactorily, numerical experiments have shown that depending
on the filters employed, the generated signals could cease to be chaotic or diverge. In the current work
we provide an analytical demonstration that synchronization is not affected when identical finite impulse
response filters are included in both the transmitter and receiver. Furthermore, we numerically investigate
for which filter’s orders and cut-off frequencies it is possible to obtain chaotic signals. References [1] L.
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